A recursive method for enumerating clusters on a hypercubic lattice in d spatial dimensions is presented from which the weak embedding constants are determined as polynomials in d. A tabulation for all clusters having no free ends is available for n b ≤15, where n b is the number of bonds. As illustrated here and elsewhere, this tabulation can be used to generate many series expansions. A novel method of checking the enumeration with an algebraic calculation is presented.
The coefficients in Eq. (3) ;, ) . (7) J Any G, J appearing on the right-hand side of this equation is either an NFE cluster (whose weight was explicitly calculated) or is a cluster which was previously determined by solving an earlier version of Eq. (7). For this to be true, it is necessary that we consider G;+ in Eq. (7) in increasing order of n, (G;+), so that a cluster with at least one free end appears on the left-hand side of Eq. (7) before it appears on the right-hand side. An NFE cluster can never be a G;+ and therefore its weight had to be obtained elsewise. At this stage of the calculation we have a redundancy check because a given cluster G will occur on the left-hand side of as many equations (7) Fig. 2(e) .
where n~(G) is the number of perimeter bonds of G and X(G) is the desired quantity evaluated for the cluster G. To get the percolation susceptibility, for example, one takes X(G)=n, (G) 
where S is a sum of 6's which correct to order E ' is 
z(x) = [z, (x)]""'+ y nz(x; r), r where (24) g (0) zo ( Since we need only terms of order n as n -+0, we may restrict the sum over I to a sum over TI clusters 6:
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We now choose p; so that Z(A, ;G) vanishes if G has one or more free ends. The condition for this is The weak embedding constants of the diagrams appearing in Eq. (2) are the following:
